DANAO

Embrace the outdoors.
Danao creates serene and luxurious exterior living spaces by connecting people with the natural world and encouraging them to savor every moment.
A story of nature and craftsmanship.
At Danao, we create exceptional, high-quality furniture and fabrics to inspire and delight.

Our collections are meticulously researched and designed, then built with the finest materials and unparalleled craftsmanship.

We provide world-class customer service and exceptional experiences from inquiry through post-purchase care.

OUR MISSION

A story of nature and craftsmanship.

Exceptional Outdoor Furniture
At Danao, we couple the American spirit and imagination with the talents of celebrated designers from around the globe.

Each of our beautifully designed products are crafted with the finest materials while celebrating and taking inspiration from nature.

Our values include delivering on promises, showing respect, and creating honest value.

By building trust as a valued partner, Danao is the optimal choice for discerning design firms and architects on the most important and challenging projects.

We create “Customers for Life” by working closely with our clients to ensure satisfaction from start to finish.
A story of nature and craftsmanship.

HUDSON
designed by Ramón Esteve

DANAO
Exceptional Outdoor Furniture
Elegantly designed and built to last. Adapted to meet the specific needs of our most discerning clients.
Each detail is thoughtfully executed, creating products that cultivate a serene atmosphere bolstered by extraordinary design.
Optimal design and engineering are achieved through a rhythmically layered custom weave over a contract grade aluminum frame.
designed by Ann Vering
Embracing the tradition of timeless design.
The strength and durability of a solid, yet lightweight frame is complemented by an all-weather rope woven in a contemporary and elegant manner.
A story of nature and craftsmanship.
A story of nature and craftsmanship.
We choose teak for its subtle textures and unparalleled design properties. It is one of the most beautiful and durable materials that nature has to offer.
We offer beautiful, long-lasting furniture, world-class service, and an understanding of the unique requirements needed for each project.
Versatile, harmonious solutions for outdoor living.

A story of nature and craftsmanship.
High-grade stainless steel allows for the exploration and execution of modern design structures while maintaining the structural integrity and longevity that our clients expect from Danao.
Each detail is thoughtfully executed, creating products that cultivate a serene atmosphere bolstered by extraordinary design.
A story of nature and craftsmanship.

Exceptional Outdoor Furniture
Embrace the Outdoors.

A story of nature and craftsmanship.
FABRICS
Our textiles are made by master craftsmen with over 150 years of expertise. We source only the finest materials, practice sustainable manufacturing, and insist on exceptional quality and consistency.
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Exceptional Outdoor Furniture

DANAO
MATERIALS
Our high-performance materials, finishes and fabrics are designed to endure the rigors of time, weather and wear.
Meticulously designed, researched and crafted by skilled artisans.
Made with the finest materials and unparalleled craftsmanship.
Committed to quality, Danao specifically chooses materials that are beautiful, durable and sustainable.

--- METALS

Danao uses commercial grade aluminum 6063-T5/T6 as well as stainless steel 304 for strength and integrity. Die-cast aluminum components are used for maximum precision and consistency. We utilize full TIG welds that are sanded and meticulously polished to avoid weld lines and give the impression of a singular piece of metal without seams or joints. All furniture hardware is made from stainless steel to prevent rust and corrosion.

--- FABRICS and CUSHIONS

DANAO’s Grade B - Luxury Inside/Out Performance Fabrics are 100% solution dyed polypropylene for exceptionally brilliant color and high temperature-resistance. Our sewing technique employs color-matched, over-edged sewing seams to eliminate fraying or unraveling.

Cushions are made with high quality, reticulated Quick Dry foam with high to mid density. Each custom made cushion is tailored for comfort and retention of its crisp shape while allowing moisture to quickly pass through. All cushions are wrapped with Haynes Dacron wrap that is antimicrobial, hypoallergenic and water repellent.

--- SIGNATURE ROPE

Danao’s signature 100% solution dyed Polypropylene rope is dyed to ensure long-lasting and fade resistant color. Additionally, it is developed in order to resist stretching and retain its shape.

--- ALL WEATHER FAUX LEATHER

First in its class, DANAO All Weather Faux Leather, a polyurethane material that features a subtly textured aesthetic and a beautiful, well-balanced color palette. Each piece is hand-selected for the ultimate in comfort and is renowned for its water repellancy, solar endurance and colorfastness.

--- POWDER COATING

Danao employs a multi-stage powder-coating process to assure best paint adhesion and minimize UV light degradation. We use a chromate phosphate corrosion coating to seal the frame, prevent corrosion, facilitate powder coat adhesion, and maximize the longevity of each piece. The high grade powder coat is 3 times more durable than a typical automotive paint and the same type that is used on the exterior of skyscrapers. All Danao furniture has precision-placed bumpers to avoid scratching or chipping when furniture is stacked.

--- TEAK WOOD

Teak wood is one of the strongest and most durable hardwoods. Its high oil content and tight wood grain, repel water and withstand wear. Teak is a low maintenance material that performs well when exposed to extreme weather conditions. Danao exclusively selects sustainable, responsibly harvested teak wood.
RESPONSIBILITY

DANAO takes responsibility seriously. We only use raw materials from suppliers that can provide safety information on chemical substances used, in compliance with REACH (the European regulation on the Registration, Evaluation and Authorization of Chemicals (EC 1907/2006)).

DANAO manufacturing and production processes are optimized to eliminate inefficiencies, resulting in reduced energy consumption, less waste, and minimized CO2 emissions.

We use fibers and dyeing processes that maximize dye efficiency and encourage quick and effective drying, saving both water and gas. All wastewater from DANAO’s finishing plant is purified before its disposal.

PACKAGING

DANAO assures that our furniture arrives in pristine, original condition with options for full-crating. Every piece is individually inspected to assure that it meets DANAO’S exacting quality standards. Every cushion is individually wrapped and covered in plastic. We use commercial grade 275 psi cardboard for Packaging.
DESIGN PROCESSES

Inspired by nature.
Informed by our clients’ needs.
Designed for comfort and function.
Meticulously researched to perform.
We are a company built on collaboration, the willingness to listen and be heard, and the belief that we are only as good as those with whom we surround ourselves.

Our team elevates and inspires one another to be the best we can be.
Danao is a modern brand connecting the American spirit of imagination, commitment and creativity with the talents of celebrated designers from around the globe.
DESIGNERS

ANN VERING  RAMÓN ESTEVE

MONICA ARMANI  MARIO RUIZ

LUCIDIPEVERE  DANIEL POUZET  STUDIO SEGERS

GORDON GUILLAUMIER  MARMOL RADZINER  COLIN NOURIE
Let’s work together